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THE MADANADI NIGHANTU OF CANDRANANDANA
IN THE LIGHT OF A NEW MANUSCRIPT

P. V. SHARMA *
ABSTRCT

The Madanadi nighantu of Candranandana has been published

from Kottayam duly edited by N. S. Mooss. The editor has based
this edition on four manuscripts three from different places in Kerala

and one procured from Paris

On examining the manuscript from Calcutta an interesting fact

was revealed that the manuscripts from Calcutta and Paris resemble
very closely in their readings and also in the respect that only these

two, out of the five, have the miscellaneous portion after the descrip-

tion of the drugs under various ganas is over which covers nearly 50%

of the body of the manuscript. This could not be taken up for. diting

and publishi ng in the present edition because the editor had no access.

Had he seen the manuscript of Calcutta, perhaps he would have

completed the work in its entirety. The paper discusses the salient

features of the Calcutta Manuscript.

The Madanadi niqhantu of Candranandana has been published from
Kottayam (1915) duly edited by N. S. Mooss (B). The editor has based
this edition on four manuscripts-three from different places in Kerala and
one procured from Paris (84). The MS deposited at the Asiatic Society,
Calcutta (A) was not consulted. On examining the MS A, an interesting
fact was revealed that the MSS. A and B4 resemble very closely in their
readings and also in the respect that only these two out of the five, have
the miscellaneous portion after the description of the drugs under various
qauas IS OV3rwhich covers naartv 50% of the body of the MS. This could
not be taken up for editing and publishing in the present edition because
the editor could not have access to another MS in addition to B4. Had
he seen the MS A, perhaps he would have completed the work in its
entirety.

Peculiarities of MS. A:

The description of the MS. A is as follows:

Size - 24 X 16 cm.

* 39, Gurudham Colony, Varanasi
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Lines per Page - 16 upto p. 16a, then 15

Letters per line - 43

Frcrn the colophon at the end, it appears that the scribe's name is
Hadaik ar B1ilakrsl)a and the owner of the MS was Siddhera Vaidya Aga-
thve Belapurk ar residing at Pune. The MS was completed on the tenth
day of the bright fortnight of ,:\.swinamonth in Saka 1738 (1816 A.D.).

The handwriting changes abruptly from page 16a and also the
number of lines per page. 'Vr~.;ya' is written as 'rnks.a' and 'vranva' as
'varnv a' in most of the cases.

Regional names of drugs are given on the right side where description
ends.

In the present paper I would discuss the salient features of A and as
to how tar it could remove the deficiency of B. As pointed out earlier,
A and B4 resemble closely in their readings. For instance, on p. 2 of B
(F. N. 5,6,7) the readings are similar in both though the reading selected
for the text is different. Such instances can be found almost on every
page. But there are also some differences which have been observed as
follows:

1. The text in Breads 'll::;maroga' (/.6). The variant in B4 is 'Iirdhvava ta'
while A reads 'urdhvabhaqa': the last reading seems to be more appro-
priate because the drug is described as one of the chief emetics
(Carak a. Kalpa, Ch. 3).

2. Among the synonyms of Mahanimba (' .8), 'sukarnalaka' of B is read
as '~uklasalaka' by B4 and 'sukasalaka' by A.

3. 'Pake raktaphata is one of the characters of Birnbi described in B
(1.10). This is read as 'raktapitrahara' in B4 and 'raktapltaphala' in
A. In comparison to that of B4, the reading of A is appropriate as
the context is of morphological characters and not of therapeutic
properties.

4. In 1.15, the latter half of the verse is net found In B4 but A fills up the
gap by furnishing a better reading 'chhardvavaru' for 'chatravanaru'
the reading adopted in B.
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5. 'Mukhadosa' of 8 (1.21) is read as 'mukhasosa' in 84 and 'rnukha-
suka' in A.

6. 'Vrsairande ' of 8 (1.32) is 'vi~ii ghan\ii' in 84 and 'vl":?ii canda ' in A.
The last reading is supported by the Riijanighal)tu.

7. "Citrala.' (8 1.69) is read as 'citraka ' in 84 and 'pittala' in. A.

8. "Suvarnakah ' one of the synonyms of iiragvadha (8 2.22) is read as
'raivata' in 84 and 'recana' in A.

9. 'Mehanasanah' (842.25) is read as 'Mehasosanah' in A.

10. The verse 3.2 is read quite differently in 84. A also has the same
reading but 'pacana' of the former is read as 'pavana' which answers
the query of the ed itor.

11. 'Ambuvasinl'. the reading of A, is rnore appropriate in comparison to
that of 84 and also supported by Dhanwantariniqhantu.

12. Similarly 'Dlrqhavrntaka' (A 3.13) is more appropriate and common
than 'dirqhapatraka' (84).

13. In 6.17, 'Kiritikii' of 8 is read as 'bhirantikj;: in 84 and 'nirandika ' in A.

14. 'Raksoqhnam' (846.30) is read as 'Raktaqhnam' in A. The latter
reading is nearer to the text.

15. "Tailalehe (8 9.4) is 'tailayogyam' in 84 and 'tailavoni' in A. The
former reading means that oil may be processed with this while the
latter one indicates that oil was extracted from the same.

16. In 15.12, 'Vallvabala of 8 is read as 'vallvaphala.' in B4 and 'Vallya-
kapha' in A. Similarly, 'Karavalli' of B4 is'Rajavelti' in A. 'Phatiisi
va' ot 84 (with question mark of the editor) is 'phalasika.' in A.

17. In 16.17, 'Mahaphalah' of B4 is read as 'rnahabalah" in A. The word
'talavoni' of the text is read as 'meghayoni' in B4 and 'madyayoni'
in A. The last reading is definitely acceptable.

18. 'Rajakadrumah' of B (16.29) is 'ranjanadrumah: in B4 and 'candana-
drurnah ' in A.
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19. 'Mahak~veHi' (17.5) is read as 'Mahakalpa' in B4 and Mahiikiila in
A. Similarly, 'riik~ii' of (17.6) is 'Vf!:,yii' in B4 and 'tYU~Dii' in A.

20. In 19.19, 'ksetramarijart' is read as 'sir~amanjari' in B4 and 'svetarnan-
[arr' in A.

21. In 24.8, 'kaphapittaha' of B is supported by 'kaphapittaj it' of B4 but
is rectified by A as 'kaphavatajit ' because the drug Ajamoda, due to
usnavirva. can pacify vata and not pitta.

22. In 27.11, 'pravah ' and 'khacarah privah ' of B4 are read as 'prarnsulj '
and 'ausadbeprivah' in A which may satisfy the query of the editor.

23. In 31 5, Band B4 read 'dhvamaka' but A reads it as '~yamaka'.

Apart from comparing A with B4, it would be interesting and profita-
ble to compare A with B which may help to reconstruct the text of the
letter in a better way.

1. In the intio ductorv verse No. 2, "samjnantaresu' is read as 'qranthan-
tare-u ' which seems to be more appropriate.

2. "Svaravaruakrt' (B 1 4) is 'ku- hamutraj it' in A.

3. In 1.8, 'nirnbaraka' is read as 'nimbavara' in A.

4, 'Varatiktt.h is one of the synonyms of kutaja in B. It is read as
'vanr.tiktah ' in A.

5. 'Arnoql a: one of the svncnvms of v;(.1anga (B 1.24) is read as 'kaira-
tam ' in A. It is to be noted that virlanqa grows mostly in Kira tadesa
(North-eastern part of India).

6. In 1,28, "dustavrana' is read as 'ku-t havr ana' in A,

7. In 1.33, 'citrakena sarna' (A and B4) is a better reading in comparison
to 'citrakasvoparna ' as in B.

8. 'Vataqhnarn ' (B 1.54) is 'malaghnam' in A. Srrnilarlv. 'Nir visesake '
(A) is more appropriate than 'nirvi,ie,atah' (B 1.56).

9. 'Amoqha ' (B 2.7) is read as 'rnedhvs in A.
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10. 'Tlll,li visodhani' (8. 2.17) is read as 'tu nllasodhini' in A. Similarly,
'b!"',iita' (82.18) is 'bhrarna' in A.

11. In 241, 'pal1<,1vamayapradam' of 8 is read as 'par,t(lvamayabhraman'
in 84 and 'pandusrarnapradam' in A.

12. In 2.44, 'mlltrakrcchrajvalarucih' (8) is read as 'dosarnntraqraharu-
crh' in A.

13. 'Sapta' (8.2.50) is read as 'sarva' in A while other MSS do not reed
it clearly.

14. In 2.53, 'ku,;thar~ar!1si, (8) is read as 'kusthan krirnin' in A.

15 In 39, 'nila' (8) is read as 'vi~a' and 'dosa: (8) as 'sopha' in A.

16. In 3.14, 'sniqdha' (8) is read as 'tikta' in A, also supported by 84.
In other niqhantus too, it is not mentioned as 'snipdha'.

17. 'Bhadradaru ' (8 3.27) is 'mahadaru' in A.

18. In 3.40, 'Virvasarn ' of 8 is read as 'madhukam ' in A.

19. In 4.27, 'v aktra' of 8 is read as 'Caksu' in A.

20. The verse 6.6 is read in A as follows -
"Duralabha dhanvavaso vaso dhanvavavasakah
Kacchura tarnr arnula ca duhsparsa durabhiqraha".

21. In 6.20, 'va~yo' of 8 is read as 've~yo' in A. "Guhva' of 8 is read as
'gulma' in both A and 84.

22 'Vibhavari ya.' of 8 (7.7) is 'Vibhavaniya ' in A and supported by the
majority of MSS. The next verse is missed in 8 which is as follows
in A-

"8n]lhal,li vatavrsvasrkpittaqhnvau stanyavardhane.
Mcde site svadurase ksataksavahare quru".

23. In 8.12, 'sinar,lika' of 8 IS '~ivatika' in A. The latter reading is sup-
ported by other niqhantus.
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24. In 8.19, 'candanaqopa' of 8 is 'candanaqaura' in A. In 8.21, 'bahu-
srava' is read in A in place of "madhusrava' (8),

25. In 11.5, 't1'~I)a' (B) is read as 'kjrn!' in A.

26. 'Tiktarn' of B (11.7) is read as 'tlksnarn' in A.

27. 'Malapaharn' of B (12'2) is read as 'gulmapaham' in A.

28, In 12.5, 'mata' of B is read as 'siUi.' in A. Similarly, 'daha' of B
(12.7) is "dhatu ' in A.

29, Raj!mana' of B (13.1) is read as 'rajanama' in A. The latter reading
is supported by the Dhanvantari niqhantu. In 13.2, 'tridosa' of B is
'tvaqdosa' in A.

30. In 13,3. 'pitta' of B is "vinna ' in A.

31. In 14.3, 'kurvat' of B is read as 'rucya 'in A. Similarly, 'hrdvatarn' is
replaced by 'hrdvada'.

32. In 15.e, after 'banah", 'rnlanah ' is read in A which may be 'arnlana'
as in other niqhan t us. The reading of B4 may also be the same.

33. In 15 10, 'bahucchadali' of B is 'brhacchadah in A. Similarly, in
15.14, 'savakah ksurah" of B is read as 'savakacchadah' in A. In
15.15, "iksukah is read as 'madhurah" in A. The latter half of the
verse is read in A as follows :-
'Bani,r ilaharah so!'adiihachardivinasanaJ:!.'

34. In 16.1. 'karnvah ' is read as 'k esvah' in A. Similarly, "suqandhirnlla-
nirvasal: is read in A as 'suqandhanilanirvasah'. In 16.7, the latter
half of the verse is read in A, s 'rnadhuqandhah Puspaphalah Phal-
gunat,l ksatrivodhvapi'.

35, In 16.11, 'sara' is read as 'siila' in A.

36. In 16.13. 'kr.~l)asara' is read as 'raktasara in A.
37. "Tr snarajastalah salah' (B 16.17) is read as 'Trnaraj o mahabalah' in A.

The latter reading is supported by B4 with the only difference that
there 'rnahabalah' is 'rnahaphalah",

38. 'Sala' (B 16.24) is read as 'salo' in A.
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39. 'Kasavarnadhuratvakko" (B 16.25) is read as 'kasavah madhurah
pake ' in A.

40. 'Svedavaho' '(B 16.30) is read as 'svedapaho' in A.

41. In 17.2, the first half of the verse is read in A as follows-

'sarvavidradhivataqhnah t ik ta.srkkaphanasanah". This is read in B
as - 'vardhmavidradhivataqhnah pittasrkkaphanasanah'.

42. 'Ghanarnulo' (17,3) is read as 'rnadvamulo ' in A. In 17.9, the first
half of the verse is read in A as - 'Rujakarastvartaqalo hintalo bhisa-
l,lilhvayah'.

43. In 188, 'Asmaqhnam: is 'arsoqhnarn' in A. In 18.9, 'Bhisvandi' of B is
read as 'ni-vandi' in A. In 18.10. 'chhedi' of B is read as 'svedi' in A.

44. In 19.2, 'rnritrakrcchrarujapahah' is read as "mutrakj cchrapahasmaha"
in A.

45. In 19.6, 'vranvah' of B is read as 'varnvah" in A.

46. About Vrksadani, nothing is given in B leaving the space blank.
Here A reads as follows -

'Candr akah svad vrksaruhah sikhari karnavrksakah.
Vrk:;;adani nararuha kamala padarohini ".

47. 'Vibhtsanah' (19.15) is read as 'vibhusanah' in A. In 1916, 'yoni-
dosa' is read as 'yoniroga' in A. In 19.16 (a), the latter half of the
verse is read in A as-r ksudrapatrah ,;vetapatral,l kuso darbha iti dvidha.'.

48. In 19.13, 'guccha' is read as "rnurchha.' in A.

49. In 19.19, '';itiva.raJ,l' is read as 'ksitivasa' in A. In 19.21 "rnaqadha
gajapippaJi" is read as 'naqajah kaplplppali' in A.

50. In 19.24, 'dadruqhna' and 'so dhani' are read in A as 'jvaraghni' and
'ropani' respectively. Similarly, 'kaphaqhnt' is read as 'Vataqhnl' in A.

51. In 20.7, the latter half of the verse is read in A as 'a.sa.ravuktasara ca
asmasarajina rnata'. In 20.13, 'rnaheranasva' is read in A as 'rnaha-
ranvasca' .
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52. The latter half of the verse 20.14
dhupavoqesu pi:JjiHi.ca visesatah",
tailavoqesu piljita'.

is read in A as follows - "Sallaki
In B it is 'Sallaki dhurnavoqesu

54. 'Brahrnauavas t ika' (B 21.9) is read in A as 'gardabhagandhika'.

55 In 21.12, 'tikta' is read as 'tik)l~a' in A. In 21.14, 'tikto" and 'krrni'
are read in A as 'snicdho ' and 'rakta' respectively.

56. In 21.17, 'tiktii.' is read as 'tik-;l~a' in A.

57. The latter half of the verse (22.1) is read in A as 'bhi:ltipriya naganama
tulasi surasaqraja.'. The verse 22.2 is read in A as follows -

"Sugandha tiktakatuka krmiku-t hapranasini.
Kasahikkajvarasvasa tulasl vi~c:.na~ini".

58. In 225, 'rnaruttamah' is read in A as 'Mavurakah'.

59. In 22.9, 'Saqlsaktakesaghnah' is read in A as 'sa.usvedakosaqhnah'.
Similarly, 'k rrni v ina-canah' is read in A as 'jvaravi,apaha'.

60. In 22.18, 'nirbhara ' and 'jalaja' are read in A as .nirjhara' and 'vanaja '.

61. In 2224, 'niea' is lead as 'nicaih' in A. In 22.25, 'medal}' is 'maha'in A.

62, In 22.29, 'ku-t ha' is read in A as -kapha .

63. In 22.30, 'sinduvarastatha' is read in A as 'sindiila rasada'.

64. In 23.2, 'rnuskakah" is read as 'moksakah" in A.

65. In 24.3, 'pitahvaJTI vujvamanakam ' is read in A as 'pitHisrkku~lha-
nasanarn'. The first half of the verse 24.4 is absent in A.

66. In 246, 'eaiva' is read in A as -vr-vam'.

67. The verses 24-9-10 left blank in B are read in A as follows -

'Ajagandha pasuqandha pa-uqandha saba.b arah.
Kaban ~arbarig;:mdha tunqi putirnavuraka.'
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68. In Ch.27, B starts with padma but in A it is preceded by the descrip-

tion of pu-pafijana as follows -

"Pu~paijiana1!l puspaketu kausumam kusumaujanarn.
Pariti ritikusumam ritipuspafi ca pauspikam'".

69. In 27.5, 'kukkuti sthirajivika' is read in A as 'kumkuma sthiilajihviH'.
In 27.6, "dhatubrmhaui' is read in A as 'vonidos ajit'.

70. The first half of the verse 27.7 is missing in A. In 27.8, 'pakvatisara '
is -raktatisara' in A.

71. 27.12 is absent in A. The second half of the verse 27.13 and the
first half of the following verse are also missing in A.

72. In 28.2, -pakva ' and 'sita' are read in A as 'rakta' and 'tikta' respec-
tively.

73. In 30.1, 'dhruva' is read in A as 'yuva', In 30.2, 'vranvah' and
'vositarn' are read in A as 'van.:tyal).' and 'ped itah.,

74. In 30.10, -krirnilah' is read in A as 'bali ca', The first half of the
verse 30.11 is read in A as follows -

"Phalemlo madhurascaiva rasau mule kasavata".

75. In 30.12, 'pundro' is read as 'puto' and 'suparsvascarudarsanal).' as
'parsvasvadul.l sudurrnadah" in A. In 30.13, -pippalah srnrtah ' is
read in A as 'pippari smrta',

76. In 30.14, 'amrascuto rasalasca' is read in A as 'amrascutal.1syamatai-
lal.1'. The verse 30.15 is read in A as follows -

. -Tvakkasa yo vrauaqhnasca jiiavo yonivisodhanah.
Prameharsosrapittaqhnah prayah svaduphalah smrtah ".

77. The first half of the verse 30.16 is read in A as follows.
"Priyal6mlaphalastvakko caro draksaphalah srnrtah".

78. In 30.18,'nak~:yapi' is read in A as 'sasvspl'. In 30.19, 'vraDya' is
read in A as 'vanwa.'.

79. In 31.1, /vavanah' is read as 'pavaka1.l' in A.
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80. In 31.9. 'ksemaka: is read in A as 'ciimara'

81. Description of coca and patra given in B (31.11-14) is missing in A.

82. In 31.15, 'suka' is read in A as 'kusa' in A.

83. In 31.17 'kalakut a' is read as 'kalarii<;lha' in A. The second half of
31.17 and the fist half of 31.18 are missing A.

84. In 31.19, 'saphah ' is read in A as 'tatha'. The second half of the verse
is read in A as follows-vvvaqhrapuspah karakach sirsasca nakharah
kharah'

85. In 31.21, 'rnadnasanarn' is read in A as 'nakharnevaca'.

86. In 31.22, 'sir~akaJ:!' is read in A as tvest akah' and "dadhikasc a' as
'vrddhikasca'. In 31.23, "tailadi ' is "tailadbi' in A.

87. In 31.24, 'varnabham dhira ' is read inA as varnanca sala'. In 31.25,
-varnakrd' is 'krmihrd' in A.

88. In 31.27, 'tvacva kaphaghni' is read in A as 'sophaghni'. In 31.28,
'rnahisaksa' is read in A as -rnahi-akhva-.

89. The description of properties of guggulu given in B (31.29-30) is
missing in A.

90. In 31.32, "svanirvaso: is read in A as 'stanyiyo'sau' in A. The
second half of the verse 31.33 is read in A as follows-
Balarnamsavr ddhikar o rak-oqhnah 'pustivardhanah-.

91. In 31.:;4, -hrdvah: is read in A as 'medhyaJ:!'.

92. The other halfof the first line of the verse 31.36 is read in A as 'sekhari
gokhurah khurah. In the same verse 'bali' is read in A as 'valli'.

93. In 31.37, 'tailalepanakarrnani' is read in A as 'stanalepanakarmasu'.

94. The second half of the verse 32.2 is read in A as follows-·'satala
'krcchranasaya tridharasnuhi bhedatah •.

95. In 32.3, 't ivraqandhakhva' is 'nakhagandha ca' and -vrttapatrlka- as
-bastaqandhika: in A. The second half of the verse 32.4 is missing in A.
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Conlusion :

The MS A, not consulted while editing the text of the Madanadi
Nighan~u, is important in many respects. Firstly, it resembles the MS B4
(Paris MS. copied from Bikaner) mostly which indicates the common
source of both these MSS. Both the MSS have the 'Viprakirua-
Prakarana: (description of miscellaneous drugs) after the description of
gal)as is over. Secondly, it has got a number of textual variations (given
in this paper) which suggest alternative readings in B. Thirdly, it has
been able to fill up the gaps left in the edited text. Fourthly, it has opened
the possibility of editing the miscellenaous portion which has not come
to light so far.
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